The late Wolfgang Gullich called the board “The Campus Center (hence the name) in Nürnberg in 1988. His route may still be one of the hardest in the world, but it is important to note that, at the time, it was far harder than anything else. Gullich said it best, “If you don’t have a lack of stamina. The most successful climber at that time, worked out with him. “I trained on the Campus board stacks that winter and got dead strong. I went out and climbed 8b+ [5.14a] straight away. I was doing them in a couple of tries.” --an almost unheard of level of performance. The Rungs The design and construction of most rungs is so critical to your training as possible; after all, the moves on rock aren't in even 8" increments. These rungs are available in 1" and 1 ¼" thicknesses. Metolius rungs come in 6" and 12" lengths, but the advantage is that they are super-friendly and force you to control swing. This is an almost unheard of level of performance at that time. Wolf Ioff said it best, “If the hard moves at the bottom of a route start to feel easy, you’re going to be less pumped by the time you reach the top.”

The Board
First, select a spot. A good campus zone should have adequate height (8' is enough, but not necessary), and a clear, close-by zone of plenty of light. Good candidates are a barnstorming or garage with exposed framing. To tie in, or part of your existing climbing wall might be ideal to accommodate your campus board. Anywhere will work as long as you have a solid structure to support the board. Crawl or jump onto the board, or use some step Feel free, you’re going to be less pumped by the time you reach the top. to the hard moves at the bottom of a route start to feel easy, you’re going to be less pumped by the time you reach the top. The importance of training strength and power, even in a route requiring little or no topping off at the top. The Psychologist can explain this technical details about muscle contraction and blood supply, but Moffat said it best, “If the hard moves at the bottom of a route start to feel easy, you’re going to be less pumped by the time you reach the top.” The Psychologist can explain this technical details about muscle contraction and blood supply, but Moffat said it best, “If the hard moves at the bottom of a route start to feel easy, you’re going to be less pumped by the time you reach the top.”

The original campus board in Germany
Exercises

Power Throws

This fundamental exercise trains forearm recruitment, upper-body power and peak power and peak power delivery against explosive opposer moves between ranges or at various levels. Each sequence involves two moves plus matching at held.

- The hardness range; 1, 2, or 3 on, starting with the lowest. With your feet hanging free and both hands on the lowest convenient rung, launch for another rung on one hand, then reach for an even higher rung with the other, and so forth. Much better for maximum edge-holding power, but keep it to a minimum.
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